Save space with Formfile’s
ergonomic range of cabinets and
‘compactus style’ shelving units
Formfile’s quality filing cabinets and shelving units come
in a wide range of space saving, ergonomical designs
with styles and colours to meet every functional and
aesthetic requirement of the modern office.

Formfile Filing Systems

Filing Cabinets and ‘Compactus Style’ Mobile Shelving Units

Receding door cabinets, Ezi-Store ‘Open Bay’ shelving
systems, and the very best in ‘compactus style’
storage units are just some of the many options available.

Formfile’s Tambour Door Cabinets
The space-efficient design of Formfile's Tambour Door Cabinets ensures unrestricted access to the cabinet while the
office thoroughfares are uninterrupted by doors that open outward. The reinforced PVC slatted doors fully retract into
the stylish cabinet. Available in a range of colours and sizes, cabinets are lockable and feature adjustable shelving,
combine them with our specialised accessories for convenient storage solutions for a range of different media.

Formfile’s Base Mounted and Aisle Saver Mobile Storage System
Easily convert your Static shelving units to Compactus style units. Base mounted mobile storage units maximise the
effective use of floor space. Extremely strong, pre-fabricated bases do not require fixing to the floor.
Aislesaver Mobile Storage Units do not require a base. The units utilise a unique low profile track which can be installed
on most floor surfaces. They can be installed in a conventional cross-aisle direction or a lateral, sideways-moving mode.
Tracks do not require fixing to the floor making them quick to install, easy to move and easy to relocate or reconfigure.

'Compactus style' Fixed Mobile Storage Systems
Fixed Mobile Storage Units are imbedded into the floor. There are three types; manual, mechanical and powered.
Manually operated Units are specifically designed for medium size installations. Ergonomically designed handles require
only the slightest touch to initiate smooth movement of the mobiles.
Mechanical (Hand or power operated) Mobile Storage Units have heavy-duty storage
bays designed for multiple bay installations. Safety-designed hand wheels require
minimum operator effort. Units moves quietly and easily.

Formfile consultants can advise you on the best configerations to suit your
business needs, call 1800 FORMFILE today.
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Formfile Records Management Group
Head Office: Virginia Park Estate, 236-262 East Boundary Road
East Bentleigh VIC 3165.
Call 1800 FORMFILE Australia wide
formfile.com.au
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